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I think it’s pretty fair to say that it’s been

an eventful week! Nobody was expecting

a school closure due to power issues, 72

hours after Storm Arwen hit the East

Coast! A day of online learning felt like a

scary flashback to the past; the haunting

fear of lockdown lessons reminding us

how much we miss physical school.

Clicking onto Teams in the morning gave  

me a chilling sense of dejavú. I was

expecting a relaxed day, but my English

teacher had other plans. He took great

pleasure in teaching about sentence

structure, and the difference between a

hyphen and a dash for two whole

periods! Nevertheless, our warm houses

and the comfort of a lie-in were much

appreciated :)

With the permission of Mrs Hudson, if you

want cheering up, feel free to picture the

Senior Leadership Team huddling and

shivering in Bonar in the dark, awaiting

SSE’s arrival to come and save the day!

I hope everyone, their families and their

houses are safe, and their power has

returned!
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I am thankful for my new school, my friends, my family, my safety and health. Last Thursday was
Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving is an American holiday that is an important part of its history. It was
declared an official holiday by President Abraham Lincoln on October 3, 1863. It is celebrated

on the third Thursday in the month of November.
Thanksgiving is celebrated because The Pilgrims arrived in America from England on a ship
called The Mayflower. They had no idea how to survive, but thankfully the Native Americans

welcomed them and offered their help. They taught the settlers how to hunt, grow crops and
other basic survival needs and, in return, the settlers gave the Natives muskets and taught

them how to use the weapon for hunting. The colonists barely survived winter and faced many
new challenges but, through determination and help, they made it through winter and, after

they harvested their first crop, they invited the Natives to their colony in New England, to share
a feast which is now known as Thanksgiving.

The Thanksgiving feast traditionally has a turkey, mashed potatoes, an assortment of
vegetables, stuffing ,and much more, and for dessert the main dish is usually pumpkin pie.
Because they have turkey at Thanksgiving they usually have ham at Christmas. The week of
Thanksgiving is America’s busiest travel week with people often travelling to see their family,
and usually at the feast table, they say what they are thankful for that year. The Friday after
Thanksgiving is Black Friday where shops hold a huge discount with people often queuing
outside shops at midnight, and racing each other to the latest bargain. After a few days of

eating and shopping they decorate for the Christmas holidays.
Now that you know more about Thanksgiving take a minute, and think about what you are

thankful for this year.
Some not so funny Thanksgiving jokes.......

What is a pumpkin’s favourite sport? Squash.
What do you get if you divide the circumference of a pumpkin by its diameter? Pumpkin PI.

What’s the most musical part of a turkey? The drumstick.
What does Thanksgiving have in common with Halloween? Gobble-ins.

What do you call a pilgrim’s vocabulary? Pilgrammar.
 
 

Thanksgiving :)
Maisey Lafollette 



On Tuesday 30th November, a group of teachers and pupils attended a BLM
book event in Toppings, St. Andrews.  Marcus Ryder (Co-Editor of the book,

along with Lenny Henry) gave a thought provoking and poignant talk about their
book, ‘British Black Lives Matter’, and his own history/feelings in regards to

racism.  The book consists of essays written by many influential Black Britishers,
such as Doreen Lawerence and David Olusoga. If you would look to borrow a

copy of the book, please contact the English Department. 

HSD News!
Toppings Book Event:

Reusable Face Masks:

Anti-Racism Group: 

Caird Hall Winter Concert:

The School Office is now providing reusable
facemasks, to reduce the environmental damage that

the use of daily disposable face masks cause. They
are being sold for £2 to raise money for the Tayside

Mountain Rescue Charity. 

An Anti-Racism pupil support group has been put together by three F6’s: Sneha
Sripada, Madihah Chohan & Elizabeth Lang. They will be meeting once or twice a
month in BH28 (top floor of Bonar). If you have any concerns or questions please
contact reportracism@highschoolofdundee.org.uk to talk to them in confidence. If

you have any further questions, doesn’t hesitate to get in touch with any of the three
girls or your guidance teacher.

On Thursday 16th December, the annual School
Christmas Concert is taking place in the Caird Hall. Come

along to experience the best of HSD’s musical talent! 

Editor, Sahar Jafferbhoy

mailto:reportracism@highschoolofdundee.org.uk
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On November 12th, Netflix released Tick Tick Boom, a

movie about Jonathan Larson, and his life before he wrote

'Rent'. 

For those of you who don't know, Jonathan Larson was a

songwriter and playwright, most famous for writing Rent, a

blockbuster musical that was on Broadway for 12 years,

won 4 Tony’s and was groundbreaking for musical theatre.

The piece follows a group of young artists living in a rough

part of New York City, who haven’t made it yet. Although

the neighbourhood they live in seems lively and unique,

the people in it are dealing with struggles like poverty,

depression, loss, money problems, and the HIV epidemic.

It was so revolutionary to Broadway because it talked

about issues that hadn’t really been talked about before in

musical theatre, and it was really popular with younger

audiences. It also highlighted the fact that life isn’t exactly

a fairytale, and people don't always get happy endings.

Unfortunately, Larson never got to live to see his musical

become a success. On the morning of January 25th, the

day Rent was starting previews Off-Broadway, he died

suddenly of aortic dissection in his home. 

Netflix didn’t make a movie about Larson's life when he

became a success, because it took a lot of hard work to

actually get to that point. They made a movie about his life

when he too was a struggling artist in New York, trying to

make it; dealing with some of the same struggles that

Rent explores. After watching it, you can definitely see

how he drew a little from his own life to strengthen the

writing. All the music in the film is all music he wrote but

never got “discovered”.

The film talks a lot about time, how we can constantly feel

like we are running out of it slowly, and how for some

people, it feels they never can get close enough to cross

the finish line. It talks a lot about how time is so important,

but people realise it until it starts running out. 

Time Keeps Ticking, And People

Keep Making Movies About It
Megan Beckham
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Ingredients:
5 or 6 medium cooking apples
Around 10 blackberries (if you

want them)
75g caster sugar

For crumble topping:
225g plain flour (substitute

some of the flour for oats for
added texture)

110g softened butter
25g demerara sugar

Method:
1. You will need a 1.2litre ovenproof dish.

2. Peel and cut the cooking apples into chunks.
Place in a pan with a tablespoon of water to

par cook a little.
3. To make the crumble, measure the flour and

butter into a mixing bowl and rub together with your finger tips until it
becomes like bread crumbs.
4. Stir in the demerara sugar.

5. Spoon the apples into the dish and sprinkle
the crumble topping over the fruit.

6. Bake in a preheated oven at 180°C for 40 to
50 minutes until golden and crisp.

7. Serve with hot custard or ice cream.

Amy Leburn

Apple & Blackberry Crumble



Campaign letters through the post, reminders to go to your nearest polling station,

and a final cross next to a candidate on a piece of paper. This is the process by

which we form our government who decides on policies that are (supposedly) in

our best interest. But what happens when these elected officials don’t quite

represent the likes of you or me?

Amid controversy, after MP Owen Paterson was found to have broken the rules for

MPs concerning lobbying, heated debates have been sparked over what is a

conflict of interest in parliament and what the code of conduct should be for

politicians. Currently, “MPs are forbidden from taking money to raise issues in the

House of Commons or with the government,” which is something that the

Commissioner for Parliamentary Standards found Paterson guilty of doing, in what

was described by the Standards Committee as, “an egregious case of paid

advocacy.” 

Yet right now this does not mean MPs cannot have other jobs. Some argue that it is

beneficial for politicians to have these positions as it gives them a better insight into

industries, like science, that can make them more knowledgeable and better at

making decisions that will impact these sectors. However, many have pointed out

that consultancy work and other similarly demanding positions could result in time

and effort being taken away from the very constituents they were elected to serve.

As for the future a MP vote last week suggests that legislation will tighten in regard

to second jobs, thus making it harder for something like this incident from

happening again.

Lobbying…
Deputy Editor, Zara Taylor
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Most people would be able to recognise the Michelin Man,

who is the mascot of French tire company, Michelin. The

logo can be found on many things, from the tires of

Bugatti Veyron, or the massive caterpillar trucks, even to a

space shuttle. Another slightly surprising place that the

logo can be found is outside some of the world’s most

prestigious restaurants. Most people will also know that a

Michelin star is one of the highest’s ratings that a

restaurant can earn, with 3 Michelin stars meaning that

the restaurant has the highest standards and will only

serve the very best food that there is. But why is it that a

tire company is giving out the most prestigious award that

a restaurant can be given? In the year 1900, in France,

around 300 people owned a car. To encourage people to

buy cars and their tires, the company realised that a travel

guide that provided motorists with handy things such as

maps of where to go, guides of how to change a tire,

where to find petrol stations, and most importantly,

listings for hotels and restaurants. The Michelin Guide

became an instant success, which encouraged the

brothers who owned the company to create many more

guides to more countries. The most popular section of

every book was the part that gave information about the

best restaurants to visit in the area, so, over time, this

section was expanded. To ensure that this section was of

the best quality they could make it, the brothers employed

‘inspectors’, a group of food critics who would travel the

country and anonymously visit the restaurants and write

the truthful experience of them in the book. This practice

has remained relatively similar to this day, however the

biggest change was made to the system in 1926, when the

stars were introduced, becoming the 3 stars that we know

today in 1931. A new Michelin Guidebook is still being

published every year, with the motoring section long

forgotten, and is now the greatest award that a restaurant

could get. 

 

L e w i s  S i m p s o n   

Michelin Star
Deputy Editor, Isla Watson 



Creativity Corner 

Isla Duthie, F1

Eve Grewar, F1

Matilda Reddy, F2 

Holly Martin, F2



 

Interact Update
Cash for Kids Anti-Bullying Week:

Movie Night:

Interact look
forward to

seeing lots of
you at Mayfield
on Tuesday to

watch a
Christmas
classic -
Nativity!

Remember to
wear lots of

layers, as I’m
sure it’ll be

chilly!  

Two weeks ago during Anti-Bullying week, on ‘Wonderful
Wednesday’ many of us took part in a dress down day. We

were allowed to come into school in clothes that made us feel
comfortable in ourselves! In doing so, we raised an impressive

£562 for Cash for Kids :) 



The "difficult decision" was taken "with regret",
United said in their statement: "His place in the
club's history will always be secure, not just for
his story as a player, but as a great man and a
manager who gave us many great moments.

Solskjaer (a former Red Devils player) scored 126
goals in 11 seasons from 1996-2007, including the

winner in the 1999 Champions League final.
 

The club has won just one of their past seven
Premier League matches and is seventh in the

table, 12 points behind leaders Chelsea.
After starting the season with four wins and a

draw in their first five league games, United has
been in poor form, claiming just 4 points from a

possible 21.
The club's recent run of of losses includes a 5-0
thrashing by Liverpool on 24th October and a 2-

0 defeat by Manchester City on 6 November.
 

During Solskjaer's reign, United have spent more
than £400m on transfer fees - and those signings
include captain Harry Maguire from Leicester for

£80m, Aaron Wan-Bissaka from Crystal Palace
for £50m, Bruno Fernandes from Sporting Lisbon
for £47m, and Donny van de Beek from Ajax for

£39m.
Many were also expecting much better

performances in the Premier League, Champions
League, and the FA Cup (in which Man United

faced an early exit from), especially after signing
Cristiano Ronaldo and Raphael Varane in the

summer transfer window.
Current club coach Michael Carrick will take
charge of "forthcoming games" until bosses

appoint an "interim manager to the end of the
season".

Manchester United have sacked
manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer

following Saturday's 4-1 defeat at
Watford

 Prithvi Sudarshan 



HSD this Week In Pics



 

National 5 Prelims

come to a close

as the Festive

Season officially

begins! I expect

many Christmas

trees will be going

up this weekend,

so happy

decorating!

Furthermore,  a

huge good luck to

the hockey teams

playing Dollar, and

the rugby teams

playing Morrison’s

Academy on

Saturday

morning :)  

EDITOR’S

NOTE

Have a great
weekend!

T H E  C O L U M N S  T E A M

Sahar Jafferbhoy

Mrs Watson’s Weekly Jokes!
My niece asked me for a pet spider

for her birthday, so I went to our
local pet shop and they were £100.

No way, I thought, I can get one
cheaper off the web!!

 
 

My neighbour knocked on my door
at 2.30am this morning. Can you
believe that? 2.30am? Luckily for

him, I was still up playing my
bagpipes!!

 
 

I bought some rocket salad
yesterday but it went off before I

could eat it!!
 
 

Nineteen young people go to the
cinema. The lady working at the till

asks “Why so many of you this
evening?” One of them replies, “The

film said 18 or over”
 
 

And finally – the shortest ones are
best:

 
A boiled egg is hard to beat.

 


